Analysis of barrier scattering with real and complex quantum trajectories.
In this study, an analysis of the one-dimensional Eckart and Gaussian barrier scattering problems is undertaken using approximate quantum trajectories. Individual quantum trajectories are computed using the derivative propagation method (DPM). Both real-valued and complex-valued DPM quantum trajectories are employed. Of interest are the deep tunneling and the higher energy barrier scattering problems in cases in which the scattering barrier is "thick" by comparison to the width of the initial wave packet. For higher energy scattering problems, it is found that real-valued DPM trajectories very accurately reproduce the transmitted probability densities at low orders when compared to large fixed-grid calculations. However, higher orders must be introduced to obtain good probabilities for deep tunneling problems. Complex-valued DPM is found to accurately reproduce transmitted probability densities at low order for both the deep tunneling and the higher energy scattering problems. Of particular note, complex-classical trajectories are found to very nearly give the exact result for the deep barrier tunneling scattering problem, and the complex DPM converges well at high orders for these thick barrier scattering problems. A variety of analyses are performed to elucidate the dynamics of complex-valued DPM trajectories. The complex-extended barrier potentials are examined in detail, including an analysis of the complex force. Of particular interest are initial conditions for complex-valued DPM trajectories known as isochrones. All trajectories launched from an isochrone arrive on the real axis on the transmitted side of the barrier at the same time. The computation and properties of isochrones as well as the behavior of the initial wave packet in the complex plane are also examined.